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It ’s with both sadness and relief that I will  leave you. I ’m very proud of
what I ’ve achieved this year, and I have tried to leave the Union and UCD in
a better place than when I started. The wonderful people I ’ve met along
the way and the good memories will  stay with me forever.
 
To all of the Exec Team and Campaign Coordinators, you’re a bunch of
lovely clever, articulate people! It ’s been a privilege to do this job with you
by my side this year. You’ve each accomplished so much this year and I
am immensely proud of you all.
 
I ’ve loved attending Council and the Clubhouse afterwards this year. To all
our Class Reps, you’re a great bunch of people and I ’m just sad I didn’t get
to you know you all personally. A big thank you to all of you for putting up
with my lame jokes, for your stellar work throughout the year, and for your
company. The people are the Union. I hope you can all feel that and that
you have felt that you can shape and change the direction of the Union.
 
As a final word to you all ,  I  ask you to be kind. To each other and to
yourselves. Back yourself. Trust your gut. Listen to and respect others.
You’ve all done tremendous work, and I ’m honoured to have been your C&E
Officer this year.
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FOREWORD

It ’s been a long year. And a
very short year too. It 's been
the most insane and tiring
years of my life, but I
wouldn’t change it.
 
It took me a while, but by the
beginning of October, I  began
to realise that I could not, in
fact, work 60-hour weeks. The
RDS felt l ike my home for
much of December and I
began to refer to the office as
‘home’ around January. 
 



The Students’ Union is an inherently political organisation. I promised to
bring back student activism. This year, we were a strong presence at
many protests, not least the direct actions we held on campus
culminating in an attempted storming of the University Club. We have
also engaged with Minister Mary Mitchell O’Connor and other TDs in
relation to digs rights and fossil fuel scholarships in UCD among other
things.
 
 
I promised to bring the Green Agenda to my role this year. Working
closely with Niamh, the Environmental Campaigns Coordinator, I have
continued developing The Great Donate, worked in partnership with the
Clothes Swap team, started investigating UCD’s links with the fossil fuel
industry and worked with the group Fossil Free UCD. I have supported
Niamh in her endeavours including Green Week (now virtual) and all of
the fantastic stuff she and the rest of the Green Squad have been doing
on socials.
 
 
My third election promise was all about bringing the Union back to
basics. I have focused on getting out and engaging with students face-
to-face through coffee mornings and other events. As a team, we ran
weekly coffee afternoons in the Student Centre. Ensuring that Class
Reps feel empowered and supported in their roles was and is very
important to me. I have put a lot of effort into ensuring that we
maintained regular communications with Class Reps and had a number
of social and training events throughout the year.
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A REFLECTION ON 
MY MANIFESTO

My manifesto promises don’t really have end points and
are by no means finished, but I have made a significant

impact in each of the areas outlined.
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We need to engage with all students, or as many as possible, not just
those that hang around the Student Centre. I made a conscious effort
to get out of the Student Centre and have spent time all over the
campuses! I also wanted to work more closely with clubs and societies.
We collaborated with dozens of societies to mobilise around 250
students at the Global Climate Strike in September and I worked with
several societies on the Clothes Swaps and Great Donate.
Unfortunately, I haven’t had much contact with sports clubs. A
challenge for another Officer to crack!  
 
 
My final manifesto point was about having more innovative
communication to engage with students more effectively. I am very
happy with the progress I have achieved here from the facelift to the
website, the all student newsletter, and most of all our social media
platforms, in particular Instagram. I have increased the engagement on
our Instagram account using the in-app stickers to engage with
students. I have also ensured that the faces behind ‘the Union’ are front
and centre of our communications and used our Instagram stories to
showcase the day-to-day work of officers. 

The Year in Numbers...

4,000
copies of Winging It 

given out during 
Orientation Week

3,810
new Instagram

followers this year

2,000
signatures collected
protesting the rent

increases

930
plates saved from

landfill through
The Great Donate

20%
increase in the

number of Class
Reps elected

400
hot chocolates

given out on
Christmas Day
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CLIMATE STRIKE
 

Working with several societies, we collected over 1,000 signatures
calling for a formal amnesty from classes in order to attend the
September Global Climate Strike in the run up to the march. We
presented this petition to the Dean of Students. Ultimately, a partial
amnesty was granted with lecturers being encouraged to facilitate
students who wished to attend the march.
 
I organised a poster-making session the day before the march, which
was well attended, private buses to bring students from UCD into the
City Centre, and marshals to help move people safely through campus
and into the City Centre on the day.
 
The night before the march, I did an interview on The Tonight Show  with
Ivan Yates and Matt Cooper discussing the Global Strike, defending the
snowflakes and emphasising that we need to see the Irish government
and governments around the world adopt a more serious approach to
the climate crisis, and specifically to implement the near unanimous
recommendations of the Citizen’s Assembly on Climate Change.
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'97% of the Members recommended that to ensure
climate change is at the centre of policy-making in
Ireland, as a matter of urgency a new or existing
independent body should be resourced appropriately,
operate in an open and transparent manner, and be
given a broad range of new functions and powers in
legislation to urgently address climate change.'

20 
SEPT
2019

Many of UCD’s 70 societies rallied behind the
cause, leaving the societies tent deserted on one of
the busiest days of the year and encouraging their
members to join the strike. Around 250 UCD
students marched on the day, behind a ‘UCD
Students’ banner made from my old bedsheet. We
had a vocal and strong presence there.

THE CITIZEN'S
ASSEMBLY
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THE GREAT DONATE
 

Stories about the amount of waste generated when students move out of
UCD Residences had been doing the rounds. In April 2019, myself as SU
Environmental Campaign Coordinator and another student decided to start
The Great Donate and collected 250 crate-loads of kitchen items as well as
40 bin bags of clothes from UCD residents. The kitchen items were offered
to new students in September 2019 at Fresh Fest where there was great
demand!
 
Now in its second year, The Great Donate gives 3,000 (and those numbers
are rapidly rising) students moving out of UCD's on-campus accommodation
the opportunity to donate their unwanted kitchenware and avoid throwing it
into landfill .  At the beginning of the following trimester these items are
offered to incoming residents.
 
This initiative has begun to stop the vicious cycle of students moving into
UCD Residences, buying a full set of kitchen supplies (pots, pans, plates,
bowls, mugs, glasses, cutlery, cooking spoons etc.) from the trimesterly
IKEA trips and throwing it into the skip at the end of their stay. Instead
these perfectly good items are offered to incoming residents promoting a
sustainable culture and providing a more affordable option for cash-
strapped students within the UCD community.
 
This year, I  worked closely with Niamh and the rest of the team of
volunteers to establish this positive sustainable cycle within the UCD
community as a permanent fixture in the UCD calendar. The community
aspect of the initiative has been phenomenal, and I ’ve made many friends
through it. The volunteers are fantastic, always taking initiative, full of
ideas, good song choices, and with a smile on their faces. It was truly a
team effort.
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Moving forward, we would like to see
the University take on the
responsibility for The Great Donate,
rather than depending on student
volunteers. While we have received
support from UCD ResLife and
particularly UCD Global this year, it
has at times been immensely
difficult to secure storage space,
access to rooms, and to organise the
whole thing. Indeed, I have written a
full debrief report with the help of
the team outlining the whole process
and where it can be improved.
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The first day we opened in January
2020 there was a queue of about 100
people waiting! We were cleared out
inside 30 minutes. Having heard that
there were stil l  items leftover from
May 2019, we began setting up again.
We had to turn huge numbers of
students away, tell ing them to come
back the next day. Again, all items
were taken, though not as quickly this
time. We were able to implement a
circular route this time to better
control the crowd.



Finally, a special mention must go
to the core organising team
whose passion for sustainability,
hard work, and extraordinary
ability to work together in face of
a not always so smooth process
made me immensely proud to be
a part of such a wonderful
circular, community project.
 
Thank you, Hannah, Helen, Niamh,
Mórna <3
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KEY NUMBERS
FROM THE

LAST GREAT
DONATE

930 plates collected & given to new students
250 pots and pans saved from landfill
30 - minutes in which we sold out
20 - volunteers who made the initiative
possible
3 - lab coats that found a new owner
1 - ukulele
Finally, cutlery: uncountable!

We are stil l  working to facilitate
some kind of Great Donate during
the challenging period of COVID-19,
while ensuring that health and safety
is the number one priority. The team
in Residences are taking the lead at
the moment and I expect (hope) we
will be called on to help with the
promotion of the initiative soon.
Regardless of how (or whether) the
initiative is able to go ahead this
trimester, it has been passed as a
mandate for Council for the next
three years.



CLOTHES SWAPS
 

‘Think rummaging through your friend’s wardrobe for an outfit - except
all of UCD is your friend! Leave the event satisfied you have done
your bit for planet earth and hopefully feelin’ pretty hot too with your
new stylin’ garment.’
 
Together with Róisín and Helen from the Green Squad, I organised a
Clothes Swap as part of UCD Green Week in February 2019. In
parallel to that were society-run clothes swaps. Since then, we have
joined forces and the clothes swaps have become monthly volunteer-
led events with HortSoc, Amnesty UCD, Young Green and EcoUCDSU. 
 
Each month, students bring any clothes they’ve fallen out of love with,
in the hopes of f inding a new item to exchange and take home.
Donations to charity are accepted in l ieu of clothes to ensure that all
students can participate - even if they’ve forgotten to bring in items to
exchange.
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The aims of the events are to: 
a)       provide a cheaper alternative to
buying brand new clothing to students
b)     create a mini community within UCD
c)       raise awareness of and reduce the
negative environmental and ethical
impacts of fast fashion including water
pollution, waste of raw materials,
contribution to landfill ,  and seriously
questionable working conditions 

400 - euros raised for charity this year
40 - the volunteers who made the
initiative possible
7 - the number of swaps held
4 - the number of groups involved

KEY NUMBERS
FROM THE CLOTHES

SWAPS 2019/20
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A lot of collaboration is needed for this initiative and I
hope that this can be continued and strengthened going
forward, working with the societies involved and continuing
to establish the Clothes Swaps as a part of UCD.

THE FAST FASHION
INDUSTRY IS

RESPONSIBLE FOR
10% OF GLOBAL
CO2 EMISSIONS



#NOTABUSINESS
 

This campaign took up much time from the whole team towards the
beginning of trimester 2. On 4th February 2020, the University
Management Team informed the Students’ Union that the rates for on
campus accommodation would be rising by 4% year on year for 3 years:
a 12.5% increase in the cost of l iving on campus by the 2022/23 year.
In addition, the cost of the new accommodation being built would be an
average of €1,000 more expensive than existing accommodation. 
 
The decision to do so was done without consultation with or
forewarning to students. This is despite the Students’ Union
persistently highlighting issues around student housing and student
poverty to the UMT. We weren’t so much given a seat at the table.
 
UCD already claims the title of the most expensive on campus
accommodation in Ireland. In other Universities, it falls around the
€5/6k mark. In UCD, the average rent is €8,778 for 9 months or €975
per month. We all know that we’re in the middle of a housing crisis. We
all know that students are struggling to afford accommodation, not to
mention fees at €3,254+, mandatory and often costly field trips, and the
cost of l iving in Dublin which is now higher than that of Milan, Paris,
and Rome.
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First and foremost, this is a question of
access to education. Many students from
Dublin will  stil l  be able to afford to attend
UCD. Many students from more affluent
backgrounds will  stil l  be able to afford to
attend UCD. This move would further lock
the less privileged out of higher education
and help perpetuate social inequality. We
are a global university priding ourselves
on the diversity of our community and on
an ethos of ‘education for all ’ .  This
decision does not align with these values,
nor does it align with the values of
anyone who believes in an equal society. 

ARE
WE A BUSINESS
OR ARE WE A
PUBLIC SERVICE
INSTITUTION?

Our first action was to write an open
letter on the decision, print it in A3 and
poster it all  over the Belfield Campus
early Monday morning. We released it
as a press release and plastered it all
over our social media platforms.
Together with Class Reps, the rest of
Council ,  and the Fix Our Education
Campaign, we gathered over 2,000
signatures protesting the decision.
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The following week, around 100 students rallied and marched to outside the
UMT Meeting where our petition was delivered, and protests heard inside
the building. Others and I spoke about the decision, led chants, and spoke
to news outlets outside the UMT Meeting. Lucy, Míde, and I then drafted a
bilingual email template for students to send to their relevant Head of
College questioning the decision to increase rents and circulated it to
empower all students to get involved.

Two days later, we staged a sit-in outside a meeting of the Governing
Authority of the University, peacefully hindering entrance to the meeting, and
holding signs protesting the rent increase and highlighting our other
demands. Joanna and I then met with UCD’s Bursar to discuss the finances
behind the decision. A lot of my time was spent covering all the action on our
Instagram story, ensuring we made the most of sharing news pieces and
radio podcasts on topic, and keeping students up to date on the details of
the campaign on Instagram.



Our response to the management decision is receiving much support from
students, UCD alumni, current staff members, politicians including TDs,
and the general public. Students are responding to our Instagram stories in
support of the action their Union is taking and proposing ideas for further
escalation. Our 4 post popular posts on Instagram ever all relate to the
rents issue (helped no doubt by the steady increase in followers).

The following week, we staged an action at the front of campus, erecting
tents to il lustrate the impossible living situation some people are forced
into and to protest the rising cost of rents on campus. This generated a
significant amount of media including being featured on the RTÉ news and
meeting with several TDs on the issue.
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Education is the number one enabler of social mobility and for eradicating
social division and inequality in our society. Enhancing diversity and
enabling access to education for people of all backgrounds is a key theme
running through the UCD Overall Strategy and the UCD Equality, Diversity
and Inclusion Strategy. Management have justified the decision by saying
that the loan from building new accommodation needs to be paid back. 
 
Why, then are they building more expensive accommodation with double
beds and ensuite bathrooms? Why not build maller, more affordable rooms
which would (a) be more affordable, (b) provide more rooms, and therefore
(c) increase the income from residents and hopefully allow rents to be
reduced or at least remain the same rather than increased.   Whatever the
justification for the decision, it is not a decision that we can accept.

The next week, we gathered outside the
Student Centre and marched down the
Concourse to the University Club,
megaphones in hand. Close to 200 of us
marched through the University, tried to gain
access to and then rallied outside the
University Club, a building that is
emblematic of what is wrong with our
University: money being spent on projects
such as this one and not on student needs.
Many staff members also joined signifying
their opposition to the rent hikes and to the
commercialisation of our University. Again,
we had significant media coverage; I was on
the FM104 and Q102 radio news talking
about the protest and the rent hikes.
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Due to the outbreak of the Coronavirus, our efforts at halting the
rent increases have been put on hold temporarily. However, we are
planning on moving the campaign online and continuing to lobby
prominent alumni and politicians. We also need to turn our
attention to the broader issue of higher education funding. State
funding per student is 43 percent lower than it was in 2009.
Increased state funding is desperately needed and will  lead to
increased accountability about where UCD spends its money, and
crucially where its priorities lie.

STATE FUNDING PER STUDENT
IS 43 PERCENT LOWER THAN

IT WAS IN 2009.
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In the run up to the
General Election in
February, we ran a voter
registration drive
informing students of
deadlines and how to
register via our socials
platforms and engaging
with and helping hundreds
of students register to
vote and be a part of
shaping our future.
#CivicEngagement

VOTER  REGISTRATION DRIVE



PRIDE & TRANS PRIDE
 

Together with the LGBTQ+ Society and Leighton (LGBTQ+ Campaign
Coordinator) we attended Pride and campaigned for more accessible
PrEP. We released a press statement in support of ACT UP’s halt of
the Pride Parade, held up our PrEP NOW banner and were among the
most vocal groups throughout the parade. We also worked with the
society to organising a brunch before the parade, poster-making,
meeting point and supported them in their first Rainbow Fest in the
lead up to the Pride Parade. 
 
We attended Trans Pride supporting calls for proper trans
healthcare. I ordered and added a trans flag beside the existing
rainbow one at SU Reception.
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DUBLIN BUS IS BACK!
 

The Dublin Bus Campaign has been a quiet constant throughout the
year. Carrying on work started by last year’s team, we attended
regular Community Forum meetings with Bus Unions, Dublin Bus
Management, Estate Services, and Gardaí. We worked with Dublin
Bus to carry out a number or initiatives aimed at keeping the buses
serving Belfield. These included marshalling the bus stops and
chatting with students about what’s going on. We also had an
information campaign on the topic including social media,
leafletting, and lecture addressing. 
 
We have asked Estate Services to run a direct information campaign
themselves given that the responsibility primarily rests with the
University to address this issue and not with the Students’ Union. 
 
Overall ,  the campaign has been a successful one, though there have
been hiccups along the way and it needs ongoing and proactive
engagement and communication with all stakeholders to keep the
buses serving Belfield and maintain the good relationships -
particularly at certain key points in the year such as Freshers’ Week
when large numbers of students are using buses to get into town for
nights out, many of whom don’t have much experience using Dublin
Bus!
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HOUSING
 

In response to a large number of students coming to us with
housing and homelessness issues, I helped design Digs Drive
Leaflets to be dropped at key locations within commutable
distance to UCD. The idea of the digs drive campaign was to
alleviate the housing issue for UCD students and supporting them
in finding accommodation through increasing the number of
affordable beds available.
 
We did several leaflet drops including with a local Councillor in
Greystones and chatted with people about what digs is and how
they can help students and make a few bob out of it.
 
Due to a lack of legal protection for students living in digs, we
initially decided against actively supporting the practice. However,
once September hit and Úna started seeing students who had
nowhere to live, we decided that we had to do something, even if
the current lack of digs legislation is hugely problematic. 
 
We also created a Student Tenant Guide with Information with
information on your rights as a tenant and loads of other tips on
renting a place.
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CAMPAIGNS FORUM
 

I  have done my best to support and work closely with Campaign
Coordinators this year and while I am satisfied with the effort I ’ve
made, I can see that there is plenty of scope for an improved system
of support.
 
I  held regular Campaigns Forum Meetings (usually with biccies),
created a Campaign Coordinator Handbook and circulated it to
Campaign Coordinators, organised access to email accounts for
officers, worked with them on many fabulous campaigns, and kept
the team informed as best I could.
 
I organised 2 dinners out for part-time officers. This was to continue
building a sense of community and collaboration within the team and
reward the part-time officers for their commitment and hard work!
 
The team have done some excellent campaigns and initiatives this
year and been really active members. Unfortunately, some plans had
to be scaled back due to recent circumstances, but they’ve stil l  gone
on in some shape online!
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T H E  T E A M

Rosaleen
Aljohmani
Diversity & Inclusion

Leighton
Gray
LGBTQ+

Hannah
Bryson
Disability Rights

Marlene
Douglas
Mature Students

Niamh
Gurrin
Environmental

Emily
O'Connell
Gender Equality

Sarah
Michalek
Mental Health

Sydney
Turner
International Students

Vanshika
Dhyani
Residences
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Some of the fab initiatives and campaigns the team have worked on!

World Mental Health Day
 
Pronoun Badges
 
Int. Men’s Day - Go Blue
Campaign!
 
Pride & Trans Pride
 
INIS Info Piece on 
SU Website
 
Disability Day of
Mourning
 
Homeless Period Ireland
 
Cimate Strikes
 
Brain Day
 

Coffee Mornings!
 
Time of the Month
 
Childcare Subsidies
 
The Great Donate
 
Trans Day of Visibility
 
Waste Facilities on
Campus
 
Linking in with Mature
Students Soc, Access
Centre, Mature Student
Advisor
 
Green Week
 
Disability Laughs

March for Choice
 
Rant About Rents in
UCD Residences
 
Clothes Swaps
 
Show Me My Queer
Future
 
Mental Health Seminar
Series
 
Linking with UCD Global
& int. Students
 
Self-Advocacy Work
 
Plastic Free February
 
Purple Lights Campaign



Their engagement with and support of other Union
initiatives and events has been super: from
Climate Strikes to Rent Rallies to It Stops Now!
 
Most of all ,  their presence and participation
represent minority and vulnerable groups on
campus. Giving a voice and a platform to people
is one of the most important aspects of the roles. 
 
It ’s been a pleasure getting to know the team and
getting to work with thme on some of these
genuinely empowering events and campaigns.
 
Well done, Emily, Hannah, Leighton, Marlene,
Niamh, Rosie, Sarah, Sydney, Vanshika!

LGBTI
Disability
Multicultural

EDI Subgroups

International Student Advisory
Group
Green Campus

COMMITTEES
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ENGAGEMENT

Class Repr-
esentatives

Orientation
& Freshers'

Weeks

Supporting
the Team

Coffee
Mornings

Exam Supports
& Library

Breakfasts



CLASS REPS - RECRUITMENT
 The cornerstone of the Union is its Class Representatives. Part of my

brief as C&E Officer, is to ‘organise and coordinator Class
Representative activity, recruitment and training on an ongoing basis’ .
Working closely with the rest of the Executive Team and in particular,
the Education Officer Brian, I  ran a Class Rep Recruitment Campaign
aimed encouraging as many students as possible to run in the
elections to have as representative and engaged a Council as
possible.
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I  worked with the Returning Officer to clarify and amend Class Rep
constituencies, polling dates, and other election details in the run up
to the Recruitment Campaign. 
 
I  ensured that the Union website was up to date with information
about the role of the Class Rep, nomination form, constituencies,
polling schedule, l ist of candidates, and by-election information.

WHATEVER YOUR
PASSION



The campaign ran throughout
Orientation Week, Week 1, and
Freshers’ Week. Officers were
chatting to people and
distributing information about
running for Class Rep to new
students at Fresh Fest during
Orientation Week. We chatted
to nearly all the new students
about running for Class Rep
during Orientation Week
through their orientation talks.
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We circulated nomination forms,
lecture addressed which a
particular focus on colleges in
which the College Officer
position was vacant and put
together key messaging points
and a timetable to keep track of
which classes has already been
spoken to. I also monitored
nomination forms as they were
being submitted, to be aware of
the schools with fewer
candidates to target those
areas.

The Executive Team and Campaigns Forum participated in a mini
photoshoot to put faces on the campaign and highlight the message
that any UCD student is welcome and encouraged to run regardless of
passion or background.

In total 242 students contested 165 seats in the Class Rep Elections,
up from 136 seats the previous year. Including by-elections which
happened throughout the first trimester, we have seen an increase of
approximately 20% in the number of Class Reps elected. In total,  183
Class Reps were elected this year.



CLASS REPS - TRAINING
 

Joanna, myself,  and the rest of the Sabbatical Team designed and
delivered a weekend training session for all Class Reps the weekend
after their election in the Aviva Stadium. As part of the training
weekend we ran workshops and activities on:
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Bonding and getting to know each other
What is a Class Rep or what should a
Class Rep be? 
The process of and tips on submitting a
motion or item for discussion to Council
What Council is, how it works, and the
Standing Orders
Staff-Student Forums and how to get the
most from them
How and when to ask for help!
Current SU Policy and gaps in the Policy
Book
Hoodies, Nights Out, and Class Trips



CLASS REPS - 
OTHER TRAINING 
& ENGAGEMENT

I  facilitated a condensed version of the same training later in the trimester
for Reps elected in by-elections and for those who couldn’t make the first
session. 
 
I  also organised a Freedom of Information Workshop in week 5 of the
second trimester for all interested Council Members!
 
I set up a Resource Hub on the shared Council Google Drive for Class Reps
with notes from the training sessions as well as the hoodie order process,
SU constitution, and a number of other helpful resources.
 
I organised and ordered crewneck hoodies for all Council members. They
are made from recycled plastic bottles and recycled organic cotton. 
 
After each Council meeting, I  organised a drinks vouchers for each
member present and food in the Clubhouse to give all members of Council
a chance to get to know each other, further debate issues raised at
Council ,  and enjoy themselves!
 
Thankfully, we have had good attendance and debate at Council
throughout the year, as well as a wonderful team of passionate, engaged,
and lovely people. 
 
I  have done my best to engage with and support Class Reps wherever
possible this year, though there are many recommendations I will  make
to next year’s team to improve the structures and supports in place for
Class Reps and part-time officers.
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COFFEE MORNINGS
 

We’ve tried to get out to be a physical presence around UCD. I ’ve
been to Richview, Science, Newman, Smurfit ,  the Concourse for
various events and coffee mornings.  
 
The Weekly Coffee Afternoons in the Old Student Centre Atrium have
been going well and allows us to chat to students we mightn’t usually
get to chat to, hear what’s important to them, and let them know what
we’re up to.  
 
I ’ve also supported several other Coffee Mornings / Tea Afternoons
throughout the year including Lucy’s Wednesday morning
Caffeination Stations in Science and Conor’s Coffee Afternoons on
the Smurfit Campus.
 
I think that going forward we need to be more present hroughout
campus and to prioritise Coffee Mornings in varying buildings
throughout the campuses, rather than just in the Student Centre. They
are an excellent opportunity to reach out to students and engage with
those who ordinarily wouldn’t engage with their Union, who might not
follow us on social media, and who are beyond the ‘Union/societies
bubble’!
 
This is probably the biggest thing I would do differently, because
engaging with people are the most important aspect of the Union and
although we’ve done well this year, there is further scope to
maximise the potential! Pretty much everyone likes free caffeine and
a friendly face!
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ORIENTATION & 
FRESHERS' WEEKS
 

These weeks are the biggest opportunity to chat to students and let
them know what we do, the supports available to them, and get them
involved! A large proportion of the new students joined us at Fresh
Fest, our 3-day Orientation Week festival. As part of the festival,  we
had inflatable games, a carnival ride, and free pizza every hour. We
gave out 4,000 copies of our Freshers’ Guidebook Winging It ,  Goodie
bags with bamboo toothbrushes, condoms, notebooks,
biodegradable pens, and information on safe drug consumption. 
 
We had loads of information on running for Class Rep, reps from
UCD Library to answer any questions and chat to people about what
the library offers, and the University Observer Team giving out their
orientation special magazine. Reps from Dublin Bus joined us as
part of the campaign to keep the buses serving Belfield and
encourage students to be sound on buses! 
 
My favourite part of the festival was the Clothes Swap and Great
Donate. The wonderful volunteers behind both initiatives set up and
manned the stands for the 3 days. The availability of free
kitchenware from The Great Donate was probably the most popular
element of the festival,  or at least the most hyped up! All the items
set out were taken within an hour of opening each day! The future of
The Great Donate is bright.
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I  would recommend creating
the presentation and preparing
the messaging as a team to
ensure that it hits the priorities
of the team and ensuring that it
emphasises a small number of
key points; students are being
overloaded with information
during Orientation!
 
On Sunday evening, we ran a
speed friending event in the
Clubhouse which was very well
attended and a lot of craic. We
gave out pizza to the 100 or so
participants afterwards. 
 
There was a delay opening the
first day of the festival due to
health & safety issues, so we
went outside the gates to chat
to new students, give out
coffee vouchers, and explain
what was going on. Most
waited until we could open and
there were large crowds by that
time.
 
 

Throughout Orientation Week,
we presented to several large
groups on students on what the
Union does, how it can support
them, and how to run for Class
Rep during their course
orientation talks. 
 
This is an excellent opportunity
to chat to all (or the majority)
of new students and full
advantage should be taken of
the opportunity. 
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FRESH FEST
2019

The intention of the goodie bags this year was to make them less
wasteful and more in line with our sustainability values, hence the
bamboo toothbrushes, biodegradable pens, and fewer leaflets.
 
However, in retrospect, I  think we should drastically decrease the
amount we give away, or perhaps get rid of the goodie bags altogether
and use the money saved on engaging with students in other ways.
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Our stand in the Freshers’ Tent
was another great opportunity
to chat to large numbers of
students and to chat to
societies. We gave out lots of
pizza, had lots of fun Insta
stories, and chated to a lot of
students about what their Union
does, how they can get
involved, and whether they had
to pay for the goodies. Here I
am with the Classics Society!



EXAM SUPPORTS &
LIBRARY BREAKFASTS
 

The final three weeks before Christmas were spent getting up at an
ungodly hour for the Library Breakfasts to give out fruit and flapjacks
to students at the library from 7.30AM, spending more hours than I
thought possible in the RDS at the Exam Support Stand, and asking
when the next order of pencils was arriving! As much as the hours were
long and the RDS cold, it was great to be able to give a calculator to a
panicked student running in late to an exam and reassure them.
 
I think that this is one of most visible and direct supports the Union
provides to students and that it is appreciated. However, it ’s also worth
noting that this takes up most of the time of Sabbats during the two
weeks of exams. This year, we adopted a policy of 2 Sabbats and 1
hired support at the stand in the RDS at any one time. This could be
reduced to 2 people at any one time, rather than 3, giving Sabbats a bit
more time to focus on other work during the 2-week period of exams.
 
We did not expect part-time officers to put in shifts at the Exam Stands
this year, given that they have their own exams and assessments and
that it ’s probably the busiest and most stressful time of the year for
many students. However, many dropped by the say hello or to give us a
dig out throughout the exam season which was very welcome!
 
Brian did an excellent job of staying on top of the various orders of fruit
and flapjacks that were coming in, putting together the top tips for our
socials, and answering some of the tougher exam and assessment
related questions from students!
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SUPPORTING THE TEAM
 

There have been some excellent campaigns, events, and other
initiatives throughout the year, and I ’ve done my best to be as
supportive as possible. Often, this was through coverage on the Insta
story!
 
Christmas Day - Tom's hosting of Pass the Parcel with easily 100
students was a treat to behold! I made a hell-of-a-lot of hot chocolates
for students. Unfortunately, the marshmallows ran out after the first 50
or so. This was one of the most successful events of the year.
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Sexual Health Awareness &
Guidance Week - Úna did a
fantastic job organising this
year’s SHAG week with a Sex Quiz
in the Clubhouse, Air Your Dirty
Laundry competition, and live
demonstrations on how to put on
a condom correctly. She also had
(and has!) tons of information on
your sexual health and how to get
tested!

Seachtain na Gaeilge - Bhí Seachtain na
Gaeilge den scoth ag Míde. D’fhreastail
mé ar an Tráth na gCeist (níor bhuamar
☹) agus ar an bPlé Phainéal (bhí mé
déanach) agus bhí an deis agam a
canúint álainn a chloisteáil. 
 
Míde’s Seachtain na Gaeilge was fab. I
went to the Quiz (but didn’t win ☹) and
to the Panel Discussion (late) and got
to hear her lovely dialect.
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It Stops Now Campaign - This
campaign led by Úna and
aimed at Ending Sexual
Harassment and Violence in
Third-Level Education meant
we got to spend a morning
gluing posters to the outside
of the Student Centre to create
the mural. Many students
stopped to look at it and take
photos as we were postering.

Lucy’s fortnightly Wednesday
morning Caffeination Station
in Science
Time of the Month - eroding
stigma around periods! 
Tom’s Freshers’ Ball in Astra
Hall!
Conor’s Weekly Coffee
Afternoon in Smurfit
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WINGING IT
 

Working with the rest of the Sabbatical Team, I compiled and edited
a 90-page student handbook ‘Winging It in UCD’ which was
distributed to over 5,000 students. The handbook contains sections
on your SU and how to get involved, top tips such as the best toilets
and the cheapest place to eat in UCD, Dublin secret treasures and
best nights out, academic advice like what a GPA is and what to do
if you miss an exam, Welfare Advice like what to do if you find out
you’re pregnant or where to turn for support. 
 
This took up much of the summer period and I would recommend
that the next Officer seek more assistance from the corridor team
and try not to spend too much time on it to the detriment of valuable
planning time! 
 
We also made wall planners to give out to students, but these were
not as popular as we had hoped, and many students did not realise
what they were as they were folded up when on display. I would not
recommend doing these again. I would also recommend printing
fewer copies of Winging It and using more of the content from the
guidebook on the website and on social media platforms.
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SU WEBSITE
 

Alongside our Digital Media & Student Engagement Coordinator, I
worked on redesigning our website, updating much of the existing
information, populating it with more information, and improving its
accessibility and appearance. This includes things like having bios
and headshots for part-time officers and Sabbats on the website, a
‘what’s on’ page, information on accommodation, how to get involved
in your Union, and blog updates.
 
I have also made sure that our constitution, policy book and Council
standing orders are all online, accessible to all.  These improvements
were done to make the Union more accessible and transparent,
provide useful information on supports available to students, and to
try diverting some of the high number of emails received by
Sabbatical Officers.
 
Unfortunately, we don't have statistics on the traffic from the old
website. Each month, we see approximately 2,300 visiters to our
website. Nearly half of this traffc is through organic search, followed
by approximately 30% referral,  and 10% direct search.
 
From 13th-25th March 2020, 588 users visited our homepage, 162
users to our supports page, and 51 to the SU Shops page! 
 
 
 



ALL STUDENT
NEWSLETTER
 

Every fortnight we send a newsletter
email out to all 33,000 UCD students.
This is an excellent opportunity to reach
every student regardless of their
engagement or lack thereof with the SU.
I collated, wrote, and edited the updates
for the email and proofread it ,  before it
goes out to students. 
 
I  introduced a regular segment this year
containing riddle at the bottom of the
email with the winner each fortnight
winning a week’s worth of coffee
vouchers for the SU Shops. Response
rates depended on the difficulty of the
riddle but were generally quite good
ranging from 36 to 236. 
 
Each fortnight, the newsletter is sent to
just over 30,000 students with an
average open rate of 65%. Typically,
there are 1,000 click-throughs within the
first 24 hours.
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SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS
 

I  am responsible for maintaining consistently engaging content across
our 4 social media platforms (Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat)
and for communicating and engaging with UCD’s 33,000 students. 
 
When my term started on 15th June 2019, we had 3,126 followers on
our Instagram account. At the time of writing, we have 6,936 - more
than double. I am hoping to reach the 7k mark before my term ends! 
 
Above are the top 9 posts on our Instagram this year (and ever!). This
year, I  have focused on building our presence on Instagram, facilitating
a two-way conversation via the stickers available on Instagram, and
creating a community feel.
 
 
 



I  was also keen to reduce the
number of graphics and ads on the
Instagram. We have completely
stopped posting ads on the
Instagram feed and significantly
reduced the number of graphics. 
 
The focus has very much been on
getting the faces of those on
Council out and publicising the
good work done; as you can see all
the highest-preforming posts are
people, not graphics!
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BETTER QUALITY
CONTENT =
ENGAGEMENT



The perennial complaint has been that (a) the SU does nothing or (b) ' I
don’t know what the SU does'. I  have tried to tackle that this year
through sharing the more day to day things we get up that perhaps
don’t merit a press release or post in themselves on the Instagram
feed. 
 
This was also the idea behind the blog updates section on the website;
to show students all of the things we’re working on from the many
meetings we attend representing students’ interests and what’s
happening there to the huge number of individual student cases to
campaigns like the work behind the scenes of the return of Dublin Bus
to the Belfield Campus.
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Facebook has worked very well for
press releases and news pieces, but
not so well for other content. Twitter
has worked well for political stuff, my
thread on the campus rent increases
being a prime example, receiving 365
retweets and 409 likes. 
 
I  did not devote too much time to the
Snapchat this year as I felt that
Instagram was the place to be.
However, we did keep the Snapchat
stories updated with the same or
similar to the Instagram stories and
there was decent engagement there.
 
We've started using TikTok which has
been going well so far, however it 's
been hard to find the time to devote to
making quality content there! This
platform could be massive going
forward and an excellent way for us to
communicate messages in a fun way.
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FRESHERS'
COMMUNICATIONS
GROUP
 

I  have participated in the Orientation Advisory Group and the
Freshers’ Communications Group throughout this year. We raised
the issue that students who come into UCD through non-traditional
pathways such as late-arrivers often don’t get an Orientation in UCD.
A mini orientation was held for these students in week 4 with the
Dean of Students, Head of Student Advisers and the SU Sabbatical
Team in attendance to answer questions and help the new students
settle in. This was very successful and will  be continued. 
 
Additionally, I  have raised the issue of many students who transfer
into UCD, from another institution for example, not receiving an
orientation. From this September, transfer students will  receive a
Peer Mentor and all the orientation activities that go with that!
 
Another item discussed was the use of push notifications on the
UCD App. I put forward several submissions to be used to inform
students of SU activities such as events coming up or opportunities
to run for Class Rep. Unfortunately, plans for push notifications
have not been implemented yet, but hopefully can be revisited. UCD
Comms also seemed open to the possibility of having an SU tile on
the UCD App which would redirect students to a landing page of our
choosing. Again, this would be an asset and should be revisited.
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PARTNERSHIP
 

Brian and I have been working on a project aimed at enhancing the
partnership between the Students’ Union and the University, and
strengthening the capacity of student representatives to engage in a
meaningful way with relevant staff and faculty members. 
 
We submitted an item to the University Management Team Student
Experience Group agenda and presented to the group to spark a
conversation on improved partnership between UCD students and the
University. The item was well-received, and we hope that it will  be the
beginning of a dynamic, ongoing, and worthwhile project.
 
I  believe that this project has the potential to transform both the
manner in which the Students’ Union and the University operates and
to strengthen the capacity of student representatives to engage in
meaningful dialogue with University staff and faculty and to affect
change from Class Reps to Sabbatical Officers.
 
It is a broad topic, but some of the areas the project encompasses are
recruiting, engaging, and supporting Class Reps, an improved and
ongoing Training & Leadership Programme for student
representatives, and better induction and access to information on
previous decision-making at board and committee level. We would like
to see an acknowledgement of our respective roles and common
values reflected in a Partnership Agreement between both parties.
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It is important to note that while
there are many areas of
improvement we can ask of the
University, that we must also look
internally to our own structures and
procedures, how they fit with
University structures, empower and
support student representatives,
and facilitate a democratic and
representative Council.
 
I  am in the process of collecting
feedback from outgoing student
representatives which will  feed into
our final recommendations and
submission to the UCDSU Strategy.
I believe that there is much scope
for an improved system in order to
better support, empower, and
involve Council members.
 
We have also been engaging with
stakeholders throughout the
University including the Dean of
Students, Student Engagement
Manager, and various School
Directors to get their input and
support.
 

In parallel to the work on
enhancing the partnership
between students and staff,
Lucy and I worked on
establishing a Science Users’
Forum similar to that of the
Newman Building Users’ Forum. 
 
We met with several
stakeholders to get the lay of
the land and then the Dean of
Science, Prof. Joe Carthy to
discuss the idea. The
discussion was good, and Prof.
Carthy agreed to set up a
forum. 
 
We hope that this will  be a
platform for the student voice
to be heard when decisions on
the development of the building
are being made, specifically in
relation to the provision of
microwaves and the imminent
renovations to the building.
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STUDENT EXPERIENCE
MAPPING PROJECT
 

‘Findability’ project focused on enabling students better
engage with the support ecosystem, driven by how students
look/find and when they look/find.
‘Trusted party’ project focused on helping trusted parties
effectively be the support sought, connecting students with
formal supports/services.
‘Shaping living and learning’ project focused on students
being best able to configure what UCD has to offer in meet
their own space/food/access to service needs.
‘Variations’ project focused on identifying the intrinsic and
accidental differences between programme context for
students, subsequently deciding which variations we want to
address, ensuring a consistent high level of experience.

I was part of two Rapid Improvement Events run by UCD Agile
and feeding into the UMT Student Experience Group Student
Experience Mapping Project. The project which began in 2018
focuses on 4 key areas in order to explore and better
understand the experience students have throughout their time
in UCD. These are:
 
1.

2.

3.

4.
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These day long sessions resulted in a number of ‘quick fixes’ that
could be implemented by members of the group and a number of key
recommendations to the UMT SEG. 
 
Findability: The two key challenges identified here were the sheer
volume of emails students receive and the difficulty in navigating
and trusting information on the UCD website, particularly around
assessments and other important University communications.
 
Living & Learning:  As the student representative in the room, I
raised the issue of lack of basic kitchen facilities, particularly
microwaves available to students, the need for a stronger student
voice at decision-making levels of the University, and more seating
areas throughout the Belfield Campus.
 
Additionally, the presentation Brian and I made to the UMT SEG
complements the recommendations arising out of the Living &
Learning Project to implement a system where student input is
better facilitated.
 
This will  be a very important project to stay involved with going
forward. Sabbats with a seat on SEG will be kept in the loop anyway,
I trust.
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SMARTER TRAVEL GROUP
 

In December 2019, following consultation with the Smarter Travel
Group and with other stakeholders in relation to the Proposed Arrival
Plaza and Bus Infrastructure Project at the front of campus, I made a
submission on behalf of students outlining ideas and concerns in
relation to the project. The NTA, working with UCD, intend to
transform UCD into a major interchange point in Dublin’s public
transport system. The basic premise of the project is to concentrate
traffic near the front entrance and improve the arrival experience for
all ,  particularly for pedestrians. 
 
As part of our feedback, we noted that real time bus information
signs at UCD bus stops can often result in high frequency services
hiding less frequent services, something that would be addressed by
longer and/or additional signs. We made suggestions as to the
design and facilities needed at the Arrival Plaza area and welcomed
the commitment to good lighting, CCTV, and toilets. 
 
We recommended that the Arrival Plaza have plenty of well-
maintained bins as they are overflowing at time, comfortable seating,
shelter from rain and wind, and a tuc shop or coffee kiosk. We
highlighted that special consideration needs to be given to people
with additional mobility needs accessing the facilities such as a level
ground, ramps, and clear signage. We also suggested that the
infrastructure have a carbon zero or negative output and that
materials should be sustainable sourced where possible.
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We noted that under the existing system, buses are frequently full at
peak hours, leaving people waiting at bus stops. Given the growth of
numbers in UCD itself and the plans for UCD to function as a major
interchange, bus capacity passing UCD should increase at peak
times and measures put in place to proactively predict and address
issues that might arise as a result of the increasing number of
users.
 
The main concern we highlighted was the proposal to move the bus
terminus from beside Centra to the front of campus. There are
nearly 3,000 students living on campus, which will  rise by a further
1,000 by September 2020. 
 
The 39a leaves the Centra terminus every 15 minutes and is often
full in the evenings ferrying busloads of students into the city
centre. We expressed serious reservations about making the 39a
service in particular less accessible to the growing number of
students living on campus. 
 
The proposed plans would result in an additional 550m or 7 minutes-
walk along from the existing bus stops to the main N11 entrance.
Residences such as Ashfield and Roebuck may already be a ten-
minute walk to the existing bus stop. This could cause difficulty with
grocery shopping and pushes students to shop in Centra which is
considerably more expensive than somewhere like Aldi. 
 
Additionally, large numbers of people getting buses in the evenings
from residences can mean that a 15-minute walk turns into a half
hour of shenanigans along a narrow path beside a road.
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Similarly, many students going home for the weekend carry heavy
bags or suitcases and leave UCD on a Thursday or Friday afternoon
to catch a train from Heuston Station or a bus from Dublin city
centre. In addition to potentially having to carry these to the N11,
again up to a 17-minute walk, the new BusConnects system would
mean that UCD is no longer on a direct route to Heuston Station. 
 
Vulnerable cohorts of students are disproportionately represented
in on-campus accommodation: international students unfamiliar
with Dublin’s public transport; students with disabilities and other
access issues; younger students who may have just started in UCD
including those who may gather together in residences before going
into town for the evening. 
 
Removing the bus service on their doorstep is something which
needs serious consideration. We suggested that perhaps the 39a
could terminate at the Arrival Plaza but do a loop and stop at UCD
Residences when arriving and departing campus. 
 
In addition to an easily accessible bus service for students living on
campus, we strongly supported a direct bus route from the UCD
Centra Bus Stop to Heuston Station noting that there are important
peak times at which this service would be in high demand, i.e.
Thursday, Friday, Sunday.
 
Engagement with this project and with the Smarter Travel Group will
be important moving forward.
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NEWMAN USERS' FORUM
 

Emily, Robyn (AHSS College Officers) and I organised an open forum
style meeting to discuss the future of student spaces in Newman and
what students want to see in October before our meeting with the
Newman Users’ Forum. While the forum itself was poorly attended,
we received over 30 submissions via Instagram and Snapchat!
 
We then worked with the group to put forward our ideas, relay
feedback from students, and ensure that important points such as
the need for microwaves and seating were included in the final
submission. We also worked closely with the Building Manager,
Elaine. So far, this year Elaine has organised more seating in the
building and we’re working on the microwaves! 
 
We also highlighted the need to fix the doors in the tunnel between
the Newman Building and Library, increase the number of plug
sockets, particularly in lecture theatre, ensure the water fountains
work and increase the number of fountains, address the leaks and
drafts in the tunnel, and address the patchy WIFI!
 
The Newman Refurbishment is an ongoing project.
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TRAINING
Irish Times Social Media Training
(15, 22 July 2019) 
Dublin Rape Crisis Centre Disclosure
Training (25 July 2019)
Social Media Strategy Training (8
August 2019)
SafeTALK (Suicide Alertness for
Everyone) (30 October 2019)
ASIST (Applied Suicide Intervention
Skills Training) (11-12 November
2019)
USI Pink Training (29 November - 1
December 2019)
Digital Marketing Institute: Social
Media (October 2019 - February
2020)
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REGULAR
MEETINGS &
COMMITTEES

UMT Equality Diversity Inclusion (4)
Smarter Travel Group (4)
Newman Users’ Forum (4)
Freshers’ Communication Group /
Orientation Advisory Group (4)
Dublin Bus Community Forum (4)
Council (9)
Exec Team (17)
Campaigns Forum (9)



In recent weeks, we’ve had
to react to the developing
COVID-19 situation. Since
the 12th March, we’ve been
working from home, which
has been challenging at
times, but also a good
opportunity to work on
various documents
including this report!

It is a challenging and difficult
situation for all of us and we
have been supporting students
as best as we can including
supporting student
radiographers and nurses
calling to be paid for their work
on the front l ine, l iaising with
the University on the possibility
of a ‘no detriment’ policy for
GPAs this semester,
communicating information on
unemployment payment
entitlements, and wellness tips
for self-isolation.
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Much of the continuity aspect of this report has been
included throughout under the relevant sections; I will

outline here the remaining areas. 
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POLICY BOOK & 
STANDING ORDERS
 

I  have maintained and tidied up the policy book throughout this
year including getting rid of mandates that are unconstitutional or
no longer relevant. I  have ensured that the most up-to-date version
is available to all via the Union website. I believe that going
forward Union Policy needs to be more comprehensive and better
thought out. Oftentimes, motions come to Council that (a) are too
vague, (b) are too specific, (c) lack understanding of the issue.  
 
I  believe that in order to accomplish this, we need to revise the
method through which motions are drafted and brought to Council.
Under the current mechanisms, motions are rarely discussed in any
depth at Council and rarely fail.  In addition, there is often an
evident lack of understanding of the remit of a mandate and the
finer details surrounding the issue: mandating bodies not on
Council or mandating an irrelevant Officer for example. 
 
I  started looking at organising policy by themes. A number of
working groups comprising relevant officers and other interested
members of Council would be set up to look at existing mandates
on a certain topic (such as climate action) identify gaps in the
area, draft a more comprehensive policy encompassing every
aspect of climate action, and present it to Council. I  didn’t get very
far in this area. It ’s a big project.
 
In parallel to this, Council Standing Orders are in desperate need to
revision. The document is somewhat inaccessible with headings
using roman numerals rather than a heading that indicates the
contents of the section. Pronouns are used inconsistently
throughout the document; at times ‘he’ is used and at times
‘he/she’,  never ‘they’. Section III  (e) specifies that ‘the order paper
shall be made available to all UCRs three days before the meeting.’
but does not specify access for other members of Council.
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RECORDING OUR WORK
 

At the begin of this year, from what I can tell ,  there were few
formal records of the work done by previous SU teams. This
year, we have tried to begin to address this deficiency
through keeping better records through more comprehensive
Council reports, minuting meetings, holding debriefs
following events, recording Class Rep data etc. 
 
I  applied to receive a free version of the CRM Salesforce
which was successful. Unfortunately, we have not had the
resources so far to begin using it properly, though I believe
that it holds much value for the future of the Union, not least
to be able to use concrete evidence when campaigning for
issues important to students.
 
I have started improving our record keeping regarding Exec
and Council documents. We now have a system for saving
minutes, reports, agenda, motions, and other Council and
Exec documents which is upkept by the secretary. There is
stil l  work to be done here in terms of backlogging the
records and I hope that it will  be continued.
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There is much work to be done to improve the structures and
supports throughout the Union, and for part-time officers and
Class Reps in particular. 
 
I  will  be collecting feedback from outgoing student
representatives over the coming weeks. I will  compile this
feedback into a detailed recommendation for future teams.
The handover, or lack thereof, received by officers is another
area in need of improvement. 
 
The mandate I brought to Council this year was an attempt to
improve through requiring all part-time officers, and not just
members of the Executive to submit a handover document.
The mandate has a deadline and a template handover.
Additionally, we need to look at handovers for Class Reps. 
 
Crucially, every members of Council needs to be better
supported and empowered in carrying out their roles.
 
Much of this area is covered under the Partnership Project
Brian and I have started looking at. One particular area that
needs to be carefully considered is the Class Rep
constituencies. Presently, they are not fit for purpose. A major
issue we have identified is schools not using official Union
Class Reps, but instead selecting their own; this is because
often the SU Class Reps are often not compatible with the
needs of schools. 
 

THE BREAD & BUTTER 
OF THE UNION
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Stage 1 - School of English, Drama & Film, School of Music
(3 seats)
Stage 1 - School of Irish, Celtic Studies, Irish Folklore, and
Linguistics (1 seat)
Stage 3 - Science (5 seats)

Here are three constituencies, for example.
 
1.

2.

3.
 
 
The examples I have selected are stand-out cases, but
important to be aware of, nonetheless. While improvements
can be made in the science constituencies, for example, by
splitting seats into subjects within science, it is less
straightforward when it comes to situations such as point (2)
above. 
 
Based on the numbers studying those subjects, they are
entitled to 1 seat at Union Council ,  however it does not make
sense for a student studying Linguistics to represent students
studying Irish. Equally it is difficult to justify giving courses
with such small numbers proportionally more representation
than larger courses.
 
There is a total of 300 seats for Class Reps across the six
colleges in UCD, the allocation of which depends on class
sizes. For the academic year 2019/20, 186 of these seats were
fil led - 62%. This number rises to 69% when postgraduate
constituencies are excluded. 
 
In addition, many of these seats are uncontested meaning
that, in effect, whomever puts their name forward
automatically assumes the position without being elected by
their classmates. 73% of the seats for which someone put
their name forward were uncontested. While the records are
not great, there appears to be a significant jump in
engagement levels this year with the numbers of Class Reps
rising by approximately 20% from last year.
 
Significant work is needed in this area. Brian and I will  be
making a submission to the UCDSU Strategy on the topic of
representation and partnership, and the mechanisms through
which we empower students.
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POLICIES & STRATEGIES

Part of the process improving the mechanisms through
which we operate as an organisation is the creation of
policies and charters to which we can refer when making
decisions. I have started drafting a number of these
including an All Student Newsletter Charter, a Social Media
Strategy, and a strategy for better empowering Class Reps
and part-time officers. 
 
This also intersects with the area of ‘who does what and
when’, which needs to be looked at too. The nature of the
Students’ Union is that is often reactionary, ad hoc, and
therefore disorganized. We need stronger processes, so that
when we need to be reactionary or make a quick decision,
the right habits are there ready to be used. 
 
The role of the C&E is intertwined with that of every other
member of Council in one way or another: nearly 200 Class
Reps, 9 Campaign Coordinators, 5 other Sabbats, 8 College
Officers, and Oifigeach na Gaeilge. 
 
They are tasked with ‘the organisation, coordination and
implementation of all Union Campaigns’,  of which there are
many, with the training, recruitment, and support of over 200
people, and have responsibility for the Union’s online
presence - a website, 5 social media platforms, and a
fortnightly newsletter.
 
There is so much room for interpretation and so little
institutional knowledge or processes in place. Each of these
three areas could be a job in themselves. The Union is in
desperate need of a more structured, organised approach.
 
I also believe that there is a need to clarify what a Students’
Union is and is not in relation to student supports in
particular. Like any organisation, we need to be very clear on
what our purpose is.
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Fossil Free
 
My work in this area was limited due to a delayed response to
an FOI response I submitted and other issues arising. I
submitted a Freedom of Information request to UCD
requesting a breakdown of the investments UCD has and
whether any are in the fossil fuel industry. The information I
got back lacked detail and I got side-tracked with other issues
such as the rent increase announcement. A mandate has
recently been passed requiring the President to lobby for a
formal divestment policy in UCD. This work should be
continued through a follow up FOI and engaging with the UCD
Fossil Free Group.
 
 
Hate Crime 
 
I  started researching the area of hate crime in order to make a
submission to the Department of Justice & Equality regarding
the introduction of hate crime legislation. It is my
understanding that the department is currently reviewing the
Incitement to Hatred Act 1989 and will  shortly be calling for
submissions. There is a group on campus who have also
started looking at this issue. Continued research into this
area and the preparation of a comprehensive submission done
in collaboration with relevant parties on campus is needed.

OTHER AREAS
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